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A set is mostly a produced space, where circumstances of
representation are designed and controlled. It is staged for cameras
to capture something: an anchor exaggerating breaking news, a
comedian whose jokes fall flat, a politician in a debate against
himself.

An exhibition is not entirely different; it happens in a manufactured
space, with specific conditions and designs that allow a precise
narrative. It is where specific agents, along with artworks and
discourses, are deployed around the museographer’s device.

Therefore, this set is an exercise in translations, where both the rules
of art exhibitions and the tricks of the TV studio are at play, oscillating
from one to the other. Thus, the artworks, acting as characters,
become visible inside both scenarios staged in the exhibition room.
Generally speaking, the spaces, images and objects are located in a
field of ambiguity that aims to open all possible readings, despite the
viewer`s perspective.

As an observer you are central to the set—as long as you play your
part inhabiting it, the circuit is possible. Where the truth or fiction
begins is entirely up to visual tradition. Somewhere between the
veracity, legitimacy, or the appearance of truth lies a distinctive place
to look and question the shapes, powers, and needs available to
produce and consume the past.

Juan David Laserna Montoya



SET is an installation that brings together the logic of the museographic device and the nature of theatric
props, hosting within a spatial fiction works articulated around an illusory museum space, a shallow
architecture inspired by the Metropolitan museum`s interior decors. The stage houses 17 oil paintings of
photorealistic appearance, and a single channel video. The images are painted versions of still photos from
Caracol TV`s shooting of "Escobar, El Patron del Mal" the Colombian precedent biopic to Netflix's Narcos.

These pictures depict iconic scenes, based on real events from the 80`s and 90`s war between the drug cartels
and the Colombian state—situations and characters that, due to their relevance, were carefully staged by the
studio and, hence, reconstructed inside this artificial set with the additional element of painting as a medium
of a traceable historical significance

These pictures are versions of other versions, translations coming from an alleged source, a TV series produced
to refresh the look of specific historical anecdotes, remembrances that lack sufficient visual referents despite
being an essential element of Colombia`s visual culture.

The video ADVERTENCIA / WARNING, which accompanies the paintings, also takes a fragment from the TV
series. A five seconds disclaimer aired at the end of every chapter, in which the producers explicitly state the
liberties taken regarding the “real events. The video loops around a still image of a TV set, on which the
warning paragraph continuously blurs and focuses, making it almost impossible to understand in a single read
as the text clears for short fragments of time before losing its shape again.

The installation comments on national museums as well. Taking the Met or the Louvre as examples, it fakes the
scale of the walls, the craftsmanship of the moldings, the color, light, and elegance, to parody a devised space
of historical legitimacy. A place where the relationship with imagery reminds the audience of a time when
painting had everything to do with the monopoly of historical representation. An age in which authors or
patrons had the right to hold historical accuracy unchallenged.

SET



SET / 17 OIL PAINTINGS ON CANVAS, MUSEOGRAPHY DEVICE, VIDEO, LIGHTING / 24 x 4,5 x 6 mts / 2017



SET / CONJUNTO DE PINTURAS, DISPOSITIVOS MUSEOGRAFICOS, VIDEO, ILUMINACIÒN / 24 x 4,5 x 6 mts / 2017



SET / 17 OIL PAINTINGS ON CANVAS, MUSEOGRAPHY DEVICE, VIDEO, LIGHTING / 24 x 4,5 x 6 mts / 2017



SET / 17 OIL PAINTINGS ON CANVAS, MUSEOGRAPHY DEVICE, VIDEO, LIGHTING / 24 x 4,5 x 6 mts / 2017



SET / Mercedes Benz / 106 x 190 cm / Oil on Canvas/ 2017
From the scenes depicting the murder of the minister of 

justice Rodrigo Lara Bonilla in 1984



SET / Funeral Chapel / 100 x 150 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the funeral of the Ministry of justice

Rodrigo Lara Bonilla at the national capitol in 1984



SET / Public Square / 106 x 165 cm / Oil on Canvas /2017
From the scenes depicting the hit on presidential candidate

Luis Carlos Galan in a public meeting at Soacha Square in 
1989



SET / Morgue / 106 x 165 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the hit and ultimate death of 

presidential candidate Luis Carlos Galan in 1989



SET / Carnations / 100 x 150 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the funeral and open casket of the

late presidential candidate Luis Carlos Galan in 1989



SET / Photo / 150 x 250 cm / Oil on canvas / 2017
From the scene depicting the death of Pablo Escobar in a 

tile roof in the city of Medellin by the joint forces of 
colombian pólice and DEA agents



SET / Task Force / 106 x 160 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the death of pablo Escobar in the city of 

Medllin in 1993



SET / Don Guillermo Cano / 106 x 160 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the late editor in chief of El Espectador 

newpaper Guillermo Cano.



SET / Journal I / 86 x 130 cm / Oil on Canvas /2017
From the scenes depicting the car bomb atack on the

head quarters of El Espectador newspaper by the
Medellin Cartel in 1989



SET / Journal II / 86 x 130 cm / Oil on Canvas /2017
From the scenes depicting the car bomb atack on the

head quarters of El Espectador newspaper by the
Medellin Cartel in 1989



SET / Dark Red Subaru / 95 x 145 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the murder of  chief editor of El 

Espectador newspaper Guillermo Cano in 1986



SET / Bus Bomb / 86 x 130 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the Bomb attack by the

Medellin Cartel against the head quarters of  the Security 
Administration Department D.A.S in 1989 



SET / God`s Minute / 95 x 145 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting father Garcia Herreros, main

negotiator of Pablo Escobar`s surrender in 1991



SET / Airport / 100 x 183 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the murder of Union Patriotica

leftwing party presidential candidate Bernardo Jaramillo 
in 1990



SET / letters / 100 x 150 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the secenes depicting the kidnapping of 

journalist Diana Turbay in 1990



SET / Justices / 106 x 160 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the secenes depicting the siege of the justice palace by

M-19 guerrilla movement in 1985



SET / Pizarro / 86 x 130 cm / Oil on Canvas / 2017
From the scenes depicting the late presidential candidate for

the M-19 political party Carlos Pizarro before his murder by
state security operatives in 1990



SET / Installation detail / WARNING, Single Channel video / 2017. 

ESCOBAR, EL PATRON DEL MAL, IS A FICTION SERIES, 

PRODUCT OF THE FREE ADAPTATION OF THE BOOK 

“PABLO`S PARABLE”, BY ALONSO SALAZAR; NEWS 

PAPER ARTICLES AND FROM PUBLIC KNOWN FACTS 

REGARDIN NATIONAL HISTORY, THE HISTORICAL 

FACTS ARE SURROUNDED OF FICTIONAL CHARACTERS 

AND DIALOGUES,  THAT ALLOW THE RECREATION AND 

FILL OF UNDOCUMENTED SITUATIONS 



WARNING / Single Channel Video  / 4,43 Minutes / 2017



NEWS PAPER LIBRARY/ Oil on paper, Digital print/ 100 X 70 CM each / 2017

NEWSPAPER LIBRARY is a series of oil paintings interventions over 80`s and 90`s
newspaper digital prints, a selection of headlines from the Colombian Newspaper El
Espectador. These pages record the articles and photos of some of the most
significant events of the time, later recreated by the TV series. The selected pages
match the images in the paintings, whereas the original visual source from the
newspapers are covered with the colors corresponding to the pantones of the
pictures, censored images that veil the visual referents used to portray the scenes in
TV.

This particular phenomenon of updating/replacement undertaken by entertainment
implies a negotiation with imagery, where visual referents become viable for prime
time viewers, the power of primary sources is cleansed and broader audiences are,
therefore, allowed to look at violence as a comprehensible variable. Embellishing
visuality, in order to enhance its public consumption, is a strategy this work
replicates. As it incorporates a smaller yet similar scale to that of television, which
comprises color theory criteria of balance, and chromatic familiarities to guarantee a
friendly relationship toward headlines and chronicles of war and murder.



NEWS PAPER LIBRARY/ Oil on paper, Digital print/ 100 X 70 CM each / 2017



News Paper Library - 6:43 AM / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News paper library – The worst of criminals / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library - Fallen / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library – Since 1983 / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library – In front of his people / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library – A Tile Roof / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library – 13 shots / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library – Blood and Fire / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library – The final battle / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



News Paper Library – On the spring / Digital print, Oil on paper / 100 x 70 cm / 2017



CHROMA / 500 ceramic tiles, Wood structure and acrilic Green Paint / variable dimentions
/ 2007

CHROMA is an installation in which the Green screen used for digital postproduction is
quoted, the Chroma key look translated into a broken tile roof that resembles the
place where Pablo Escobar was ultimately killed in 1993. Since an official record of the
events surrounding this historical moment do not exist, a shadow of mystery casts
doubts over the death of the drug lord. Even though there has been a significant
amount of research produced over the years, there is no definitive victor. In the end,
the instability of the story has turned the various records into testaments of
manipulation that have eliminated any possible objectivity or neutrality, turning that
specific moment into the icon of the fiction that frames a culture like ours.



CHROMA  / 500 CERAMIC TILES, WOOD STRUCTURE, STAGE AND ACRILIC GREEN/ 600 X 500 X 350 CM /  2017



CHROMA  / 500 CERAMIC TILES, WOOD STRUCTURE, STAGE AND ACRILIC GREEN/ 600 X 500 X 350 CM /  2017



CHROMA  / Detail / 500 CERAMIC TILES, WOOD STRUCTURE, STAGE AND ACRILIC GREEN/ 600 X 500 X 350 CM /  2017



CHROMA  / 500 CERAMIC TILES, WOOD STRUCTURE, STAGE AND ACRILIC GREEN/ 600 X 500 X 350 CM /  2017
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